1977 xs400

Until the early s, with the exception of Honda, mid-size Japanese motorcycles were always
2-strokes. But with the pending demise of 2-stroke street bikes in the U. Kawasaki was the first
to offer a subcc 4-stroke with the KZ twin in Launched in the U. As such, it was an air-cooled
4-stroke parallel twin with two valves per cylinder and a degree crankshaft of Drive to the single
overhead camshaft was by chain with an automatic tensioner. The crankshaft ran on three
split-shell plain main bearings, with plain bearings also used for the big ends. A pair of 34mm
Mikuni CV carburetors fed the iron-sleeved cylinders. Starting was electric, with a kickstarter
fitted as backup. Drive to the 6-speed transmission was via a straight-cut gear primary and wet
multiplate clutch. Unlike its competition, the XS had no balancer shaft. The unit construction
power unit fitted into a mild steel tubular frame with a single downtube and dual cradle below
and behind the engine. A non-adjustable telescopic fork controlled the front wheel, while a
swingarm and 5-way adjustable shocks were fitted at the rear. Both front and rear wheels were
cast alloy with a single disc brake. The XS was especially anticipated, because its 2-stroke
sibling had been the fastest of the s to that point. Also available in was the XS, a spoke-wheel,
drum-brake, kickstart-only model missing self-cancelling signals and with a lower MSRP. A
further redesign for gave the cruiser-like XSSG a deeper step to the seat, pull-back bars, shorty
mufflers and a drum brake replacing the rear disc. The XS was replaced in by an all-new double
overhead cam, counter-balanced twin, the Seca So was the XS a worthy successor, or a
different animal altogether? But if you jump on the highway â€¦ you may find it disappointingly
buzzy. The engine started easily hot or cold, and it had smoother throttle response than its
competition. However, Cycle World also found the gearshift occasionally balked, while the
clutch sometimes grabbed and dragged when hot. Braking was excellent, though testers noted
the rear disc could be made to lock too easily. It is nevertheless a handsome, functional and
economical motorcycle â€” easy to maintain, miserly with gas, and still competitive in a hotly
contested class. Drive to the two overhead camshafts was by adjustment-free chain, while gears
drove the balance shaft. The cam followers acted directly on the valves with shim-over-bucket
adjustment. Helical gears drove the wet clutch and 6-speed transmission, and 34mm Mikuni CV
carbs provided the fuel mixture. A full dual-cradle frame housed the powertrain, with a
non-adjustable front fork and dual 5-way adjustable rear shocks. It ran on spoked wheels, with a
front disc and rear drum brake combo. The dash featured a gear-position indicator â€” but the
electrics were protected by just one fuse. If that blew, the GS became a boat anchor. First out of
the gate with a cc 4-stroke twin was Team Green. Its degree crank ran on four plain bearings
with an adjustable central chain driving a single overhead camshaft operating four valves. A
maintenance-free chain-driven balance shaft quelled vibration. A pair of 36mm Keihin CV carbs
fed the two cylinders, and drive to the wet multiplate clutch and 5-speed later 6-speed
transmission was by Hy-Vo chain. The powerplant fitted into a conventional mild steel tube
frame with a telescopic fork and swingarm rear end with 5-way adjustable shocks. Brakes were
a single floating 2-pot caliper disc at the front and a single-leading-shoe drum at the rear.
Equipment included electric start with kickstart backup , gear position indicator, crankcase oil
level sight glass, and a blown stoplight bulb warning light. Classic tortoise and hare race. The
XS would go 2 hours between fuel stops. So even though we changed riders each hour, every
other stop was a quick rider only. We out lasted a field of and two strokes. Fun times and good
memories. Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts,
dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the
beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! MC archives. Continue Reading. Share your
thoughts. Related Content. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Add to cart. Xs Print. Chief Print.
The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury:
celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today! Discussion in ' The Garage ' started
by William , Sep 27, Search Forums Recent Posts. Search Media New Media. Log in or Sign up.
Yamaha XS Forum. Enjoying XS Consider making a donation to help support the site. Hey
Facebook people We've created a group for XS Check it out! Want an XS Go to the store to
order. Limited sizes and quantities available. Tags: xs Sep 27, 1. Hi All, I am brand new to this
site! Great to see how much info is on here and how helpful everyone is! I have a Yamaha xs
that was passed down to me and has been sitting in storage for about 15 years. The bike did not
start when I first started working on it about a month ago. This is the first bike I have ever
worked on, so it has been a great learning experience. So far I have: -Removed rust from gas
tank -New spark plugs -New boots for carb where carb feeds into engine -New, stock air filters
no pods -Cleaned carb once -Cleaned carb twice and replaced a couple parts jets, gaskets -New
battery -Changed oil and oil filter -New Fuse Box About 2 weeks ago I put the carb back on and
was able to get the bike to start, but it would not idle. It would stay started for about 5 seconds
and then die. To get it to start, I have to full choke, open the throttle, and kick the bike at least 3
times with the ignition off - then kick it with the ignition on, and it will start. I looked at the gas

tank last night and set the petcock switch to on. I removed the fuel line to the carb and tried to
suck and see if gas would come out but it did not. But, gas will freely flow through the line when
the petcock switch is switched to Prime. Also, I flipped the gas tank over with a little gas in it
and it started leaking through the cap - would a leak prevent the vacuum mechanism from
working, therefore preventing gas from flowing into the carb like it should? There is definitely
gas in the carbs. Any ideas or help is greatly appreciated! Thank you in advance! William , Sep
27, Sep 27, 2. ON uses the vacuum diaphragm. PRI bypasses it, and just lets gas flow. You
could have an issue with the petcock, or the vacuum line, but that does not rule out that you
also have a carb issue. Work with it on PRI to make it run, then figure out the petcock. If you set
it to PRI and it fills the bowls, but still doesn't run, your carbs aren't as clean as you think. Likely
clogged idle circuit. Carbs are finicky, with lots of little passages. Idle circuit and enrichment
wells are the smallest and most easily clogged. Enrichment circuit is "choke". It does the same
thing, makes mixture richer for startup, but where a traditional choke cuts air, enricheners add
gas. Enrichment circuit draws fuel via the small brass tube you see on the side when you take
off the bowl. The tube goes into the well in the bowl, and there is a tiny jet at the bottom of the
well. It is pressed in and not removable. If you stick the straw of a carb cleaner spray can into
the well and spray make sure the bowl is pointed away from you, that stuff hurts in your eyes
there should be a healthy stream out the bottom of the bowl inside. It should shoot out a coupe
of feet. Tube also needs to be clean. JPaganel , Sep 27, William likes this. Sep 27, 3. There is a
vent in cap or somewhere around it and normal to leak with tank upside down. The vent if
stopped up would not fuel go into carbs at all. You are fine there. Sep 27, 4. Sep 27, 5. Sep 28, 6.
X2 on the vacuum caps, most parts store ones are Dorman brand at some point and the cheap
crap Chinese rubber they use can even split when you first install the cap. I've come out the
next day to find the cap on the ground when it split and fell off. Uglier looking but works, use
vacuum line with a tight screw or bolt in the end and it lasts forever, just doesn't look that good.
Sep 28, 7. Looks like your missing the pilot jet cover plug. Make sure you have them on or the
bike will have issues. A cold compression test of the motor is another thing to test. On the older
bikes carbs pilot mix screws can be broken off into the bodies. Make sure the tips are still in
tack and the holes are clear. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Share This Page Tweet. Your username or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Make Yamaha. Model XS.
For sale is a Yamaha XS street legal Flat Tracker This bike has a freshly rebuilt motor with every
component in great working condition. The bike is a real head turner, it is styled and trimmed
exactly as it would have been on the race track. You can be sure to get attention on this bike
wherever you ride. I have put a ton of money in this bike, and can show you receipts on all of
the items listed below. Note: Due to the age of this motorcycle, it is not titled, but is completely
street legal!! Model Xs I ride it everyday, tires are good, runs good, and is tagged. I have a box
of spare parts, along with a partial parts bike with two tires that are fairly new. Make Custom.
Model Other. The bike was mostly used as a show bike and a short cruiser. Here for sale 77
Yamaha xs bobber hard tail with 9 inch stretch drop seat bike has 21" front and rear wheels LA
Rosa hand made seat lots of work done to the bike runs perfect only has Little over miles got
the bike from a collector was in show room condition but had the plan to turn in to bobber. This
is a Yamaha XS with very low miles and basic cafe racer modifications. The bike starts, runs,
rides and stops very well with no leaks or issues. The cafe racer mods can be reversed very
easily if you chose because no cutting or changes to the bike have been done, four bolts to
remove the fairing. The engine has recently been cleaned and tuned including a carb sync. It
runs very well, shifts beautifully, stops on a dime and the electrical is in very good original
condition. This bike does not currently have an electric start, it is kick only. The mechanism is
great and with the recent tune it fires up even cold Seattle with kicks. Or pull the factory airbox,
add pods and strip it down to be a true cafe racer. The tire are fairly new with a lot of life left,
shoes are good, as stated everything mechanical is awesome, gas tank is perfectly clear with no
rust or corrosion, and feel free to ask any detailed questions you have This bike is very fun to
ride, is well balanced and you won't find another with these low miles for the price. I really like it
but have to let it go and hope the buyer enjoys it as much as I do. Note that the last photo
shows a stock bike for reference Bike runs and looks flawless. It's been a fair weather rider with
probably miles on it since completed. Perfect 2mm smoke ring was obtained during plug chops.
Engine conservatively timed 1. All wiring is neatly tucked under seat and fuel tank. Engine
rebuilt with cylinder and head work squish bands cut, compression set to run on pump gas by
Supertune Racing. Make Kawasaki. What you see is what you get. The kawasaki s both have
titles, the yamaha does not. These all sat in a year old outbuilding in Philadelphia, supposedly
was where Ben Franklin kept his documents at one time. The building was in bad shape and had
leaks so that is why these are in the condition you see them in. Engines are all locked. Bikes

themselves roll fine. I didnt go through the bins, there are extra wire harnesses mirrors, gauges,
lights and odds and ends. There is also a honda front end but im not sure what it is off of. The
bikes themselves are solid, not rusted, exhausts are all in good shape. I am selling everything
you see as a package, I am not really in the parts business. I sell whole bikes for the most part.
Please call me with any questions you may have Phil. Thank you!! The zip here is I offer delivery
up to mi
dodge grand caravan 2003 parts
2004 gmc envoy headlight
lx570 lexus
les for an additional fee if needed. Please just ask and I'll give you a price. It handles nice, with
crisp throttle response. Transmission is a close ratio six speed unit. The bike has its nicks, pits
and dings, but, it is a OEM 37 year old machine that runs great. I have a clean title and two sets
of keys for the winning bidder. Being a vintage motorcycle, it is sold as is no warranty
expressed or implied. Thanks for looking, good luck bidding. Make Honda. Model CB. Thousand
Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO. Fairbury, IL. Memphis, TN. Olmos Park, TX. Eau Gallie, FL. Earleville,
MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Xs Year Make
Yamaha Model Xs Year Make Custom Model Other. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Yamaha Model -. Year Make Kawasaki Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
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